






















































MAURITANIA 

Area: 1,240,000 hm2 

Population: 1.8 million (United Nations estimate, 1983) 

I. BACKGROUND 

Hauritania has an Atlantic coastline of 500 km and forms a bridge be
tween two African subregions: the Haghreb in the north and West Africa. TI1e 
country straddles these two subregions in terms of its climate, geography 
and population, which includes two Moorish groups - of Arab type - Berbers and 
blacks. It has served as a transit route for herds, mainly of camels and 
goats, caravans and v1arriors between the "Saharan ports" - the oasis markets 
at the edge of the Sahara south of the Maghreb - and the Senegal valley in the 
south, which forms the southern frontier between Mauritania and Senegal. 
Ground water is a vital resource, for the country has no permanent surface 
water apart from the river. The Saharan peoples have lived traditionally 
from their animals and the water supplies which they bear when the grazing 
land is adequate and the water points not too far apart, However, in periods 
of drought, such as the one which has afflicted Mauritania for some years, the 
traditional water points and grazing land are not sufficient; this has brought 
about a profound change in the lifestyle of the nomads. Furthermore, increasing 
urbanization, education of children, improvement of health and social con
ditions and the development of agriculture and industry demand increasing 
amounts of water, and a permanent supply can be guaranteed only through the 
exploitation of ground-water aquifers which are protected from the effects of 
current climatic conditions. 

Mauritania has few mountains and is a country of vast tablelands: the 
Reguibat peneplain in the north, the Atlantic coastal plain in the west, and 
the Taoud~nit basin in the east. TI1e average altitude is 200 to 400 m with 
a high point of 915 m (Kediet Idjil). Four-fifths of the country lies north of 
the 17th parallel N, which roughly corresponds to the 200 mm isohyet, and it 
therefore has a climate of the Saharan type with low and irregular rainfall and 
large interannual ranges; in some years hardly any rain falls. 

In the rest of the country, south of the 17th parallel N, the rainfall is 
more regular and heavier, with an annual average of 600 mm at Selibabi, The 
rainy season is from June to October in these regions, where the population 
tends to be sedentary, TI1e population density is also quite heavy in the 
Atlantic plain where the Saharan influence is tempered by the trade winds and 
the proximity of the ocean, 

As a result of these morphological and climatic conditions, no permanent 
watercourse rises in Mauritania, except for the Gorgol, a temporary tributary 
of the Senegal (right bank), In periods of heavy rainfall this right bank is 
also fed by considerable runoff from the Mauritanian regions of Guidimaka and 
Aftout, which are drained by a very dense hydrographic network. Outside 
these regions the hydrographic network is weak and dispersed; it has no flow 
to the ocean and is partly blocked by sand. 
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II. GEOLOGY 

Geogolists usually distinguish six main structural units (see general 
geological chart below). 

- In the west, the Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary coastal basin, which 
consists of sand-clay and limestone formations resting on the crystalline and 
metamorphic basement rock. The thickness increases from east to west, reaching 
1,000 m at the coast; 

- In the centre, the Paleozoic edge of the Taoudenit basin (Cambrian
Siluran), which includes the plateaus of Assaba, Tagant, Adrar, Khatt and Hank, 
topped with limestone and sandstone and bounded in the west by high cliffs; 

- At the foot and to the west of these cliffs lies an "epimetamorphic" 
unit (Precambrian-Cambrian), which is part of the Arc des Mauritanides, It 
consists mainly of metamorphic schists carried down during the period of 
Hercynian orogeny; 

- In the north, the Reguibat ridge - Pre-cambrian granitogneiss basement 
rock injected with green rocks; 

- At the northern borders and in the north-west of the country (Zemmour
Noir-Yetti) outcrops the southern limit of the Tindouf syncline (Cambrian
Ordovician and Devonian) which consists mainly of limestone and sandstone; 

- Lastly, in the east, the Mesozoic-Cenozoic Taoudenit sedimentary basin, 
which is one of the largest and least known basins in the world, for it is 
almost entirely covered with sand dunes. The formations increase in thickness 
towards the east, and the basin's centre is in Mali, 

III. GROUND-WATER RESOURCES 

Intense hydrogeological research has been carried out in Mauritania since 
1950, The extent of this research can be seen from the list of works cited 
at the end of this article, in particular in the area of cartography, 

Mauritania's ground-water resources have been more or less extensively 
prospected, depending on the region, They are found in very different kinds of 
deposits, as can be seen from the table below. 

The coastal basin has several continuous aquifers lying one above the 
other, including the familiar Trarza aquifer which is bounded in the east by a 
dry segment and in the west by a saline segment, and the so-called Maestrichtian 
deep confined aquifer, about which little is known, 

The Paleozoic sandstones and limestones of the Tindouf syncline and the 
Taoudenit basin also contain aquifers which are probably continuous, but 
little is known about them: the pelitic aquifer of Hodh, the Atar limestones, 
the Oujeft sandstones, and the (assumed) aquifers of the Cambrian-Ordovician 
sandstones of Zemmour-Noir and the Aoun sandstones, Mention must also be made 
of a Taoudenit aquifer which is probably continuous but little known except at 
the southern edge (aquifers of Dahr de Nema and the Ouartemachet trench). 
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The metamo:t:phic 11nd c:t:ysta:U;i;ne :t:Qcks of the A:t:c des :Mauri t11nides ;md 
the ~eguibat ridge contilin local aquifers in the alteration, fracturation 
and fissuration fringes, 

Lastly, several aquifers are found in the Quate:t:nary formations; they 
are mostly small and scattered throughout the territo:t:y, 

!V, GROUND~WATER STUDY AND EXPLOITATION 

Most ground-water activities are the responsibility of the Ministry of 
Hater and Energy and in particular of the Hater Department, which has the 
following services: 

, Hater resources 

- ';later points inventory and control office; 

- Hydrogeological office: hydrogeolog~ca1 studies and control of drilling 
and test pumping; 

.., Geophys:i,cal office, 

, Hater "infrastructure 

- Pastoral water-supply office: this office controls the nine .well~ 
cons-tl)uction teams based at 1\osso, Ayoun, Nell)a 1 K:Lffa, Aleg, Tidj:l;kja, 
Kaedi, Selibabi and Atar; 

- Drilling office: this office car11ies out drilling operations and is 
responsible for the :!.nstal1at:l:on 1 operation 11nd maintenance of pull)ping 
stations, 

Th:l:s serv;l,ce is respons:l.ble for water supply and Sl'\n:Ltilt;Lon :i.n settle.ments 
of more than 21 000 to 2,500 inhab:i;t'lnts; th:l.s does not include the large towns 
where the networks are built and man'lged by the N'ltional Hater and Electricity 
Corporation (SONELEC), 

Equ:i,pment 

This serv;tce h'ls :i.ts m11in base at Ayoun and h'ls 1'\pproxinJ;'Itely 70 veh;l.cles 1 
some compressors and INGERSOLL TH 100 drilling r;!,gs, 

Maurit'lnia has several private well construction and drilling comp'lnies: 

- SAFOR: this 'Mauritan:tan comp'lny h.as 10 mech<~n:tcal well-digging rigs and 
units equipped with two Salzgitter RB30. rigs (combined rot'lry/dqwn-the-hole 
hammer on a 'Mercedes truck and one heavier s·alzgi tter RB 225 1 I'll so " comb!ned 
rig, 
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- sm1AFOR: This Mauritania.n ddlli.ng company has one combined INGERSOLL 
TH 100 rig (a second is p:La.nnei!l. 

Mention must also be made of the SODESE-ENGINEERING study company which is 
particularly concerned with surveys of water use in rural areas, 

There is a very large programme of water drilling and well construction 
and repair for 1985 and subsequent years. It is financed by several bodies 
including: 

-The West African Economic Community (CEAO); 

- The European Development Fund of the European Economic Community (EDF/EEC); 

- UNDP and associated bodies (the United Nations Sahelian Office in 
particular; 

- The African Development Bank; 

- The Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development; 

- The World Bank; 

- The Government of Saudi Arabia; 

- USAID, 

The programme envisaged the installation of 76 new wells and the repair 
of 180 existing wells, 

The country's water points total about 10,000 to 12,000 (J), distributed 
as follows: 

- More than 1,000 boreholes; 

- About 3,000 modern wells; 

- Several hundred waterholes; 

- Five to ten thousand traditional water points (?), most of which are 
temporary excavations in alluviums, 

The capital Nouakchott is supplied with water from a group of 18 boreholes 
at Idini, almost 70 km to the east, which draw ~<Tater from a fossil aquifer in 
sands and sandstones of the continental terminal formation, 

The problem of water - and especially of ground water - is in the forefront 
of Mauritania's priorities owing to the persistent drought which has exhausted 
the shallow aquifers which are the people's traditional source of water, and 
as a result of the sedenta.r-iza.tion of the nomads and the development of urban 
and peri-urban communities, The considerable efforts made and the assistance 
furnished must be co-ordinated by rational planning designed to draw maximum 
profit from the investments and save water resources, To this end it is 
necessary to update and computerize the inventory of water points, 
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deteJ;Jl):l,ne the needs And place them in order of priority, and improve ground
water rese<'\rch techniques and well-drilling technology, with a view to 
'rapid implementation and adaptation to local natural and social conditions 
at minimum cost, 

It is also neces.aary to determine the most suitable drawoff methods, in 
order to keep costs low and reduce the work of maintenance, repair and re
placement; these operations must involve the Government's techn:!.cal services 
and the local people, who should be largely responsible for :l.mplementation, 

This is the goal of a United Nations project financed by UNDP which 
started up in 1986, 
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